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INTRODUCTION 

In the 1990s, "Did I Do That?" became the popular catch
phrase of Steve Urkel, the "nerdy" neighbor, played by Jaleel 
White, on the television series Family Matters. 1 Adorned in 
his unforgettable high-water pants, thick eyeglasses, pocket 
protector, suspenders, and a cardigan sweater, Urkel clum
sily created havoc everywhere. Despite the awkward 
outward appearance, honking laugh, and annoying high
pitch nasally voice, Urkel won the hearts of Americans.2 

While Urkel's clumsy antics may be the stuff of classic com
edy, the same kind of carelessness does not receive the same 
reception in the arena of public policy. Actions have conse
quences. What goes up must come down. "[W]hatsoever a 
man soweth, that shall he also reap."3 In the world of policy
making, no one laughs when the legislator pulls on his sus
penders, laughs with a snort, and loudly asks, "Did I do 
that?" 

* Co-Founder of the Regent Journal of Law· & Public Policy; J.D., Regent Uni
versity School of La,v 2009; M.A. in Government: La,v & Public Policy, Regent 
University Robertson School of Government 2009; B.A., University of Virginia's Col
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to my unborn children. With the ,vonderful addition to our family, the pursuit of 
"good" public policy seems more important than ever before. I ,vould also like to 
thank my beautiful wife, Erin, for her patience, encouragement, editing, and love. I 
could not have made it through law school without your constant support, organiza
tion, and assistance. Several other individuals deserve special recognition for their 
part in this article: Charles H. Slemp, Jr., Dr. Je\vell B. Worley, Dr. Garrett Ward 
Sheldon, Dr. Jennifer Jeffries, Prof. James A. Davids, Esq., and Jessica Medhurst. 

1. Family Matters (ABC television broadcast Sept. 22, 1989 to Sept. 19, 1997; 
CBS television broadcast Sept. 19, 1997 to July 17, 1998). 

2. Id .. 
3. Galatians 6:7 (King James). 
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What distinguishes "good" policy from the "bad?" How 
might one define "good" public policy? Before adopting a pol
icy, naturally one must discuss the potential consequences, 
weigh the options, or conduct a cost/benefit analysis. 
Whether a new policy, government program, or legal ruling, 
the "good-or-bad-policy question" seems simple when looking 
at the world in the present tense. Yet, hindsight is always 
twenty-twenty. 

This article seeks to define "good public policy" by looking 
backwards at the unintended consequences of various policy 
proposals. Since the term "good policy" may be ambiguous, 
depend on the specific issue being considered, and subject to 
multiple interpretations, this author recognizes the grave dif
ficulty in parsing precise rules for defining "good policy" for 
application in future policy implementation. Yet, some gen
eral principles may be drawn to help avoid "bad" public 
policy. These "rules of public policy" are three simple points 
that all policy makers should consider prior to implementa
tion of a new procedure, program, or legislative initiative: (1) 
we are only human; (2) the road to hell is paved with good 
intentions; and (3) haste makes waste. 

I. WE ARE ONLY HUMAN 

Samuel Clemens, better known as Mark Twain, "was an 
inquisitive, intelligent, and remarkably well read man."4 He 
claimed to be able to "read human character as well as he 
could read the Mississippi River."5 His observations paint an 
unflattering picture of human nature. For example, he 
claimed that "our Heavenly Father invented Man because he 
was disappointed in the monkey"6 and, in so doing, "did the 
monkey an undeserved injustice."7 He accurately described 
Man as "the Only Animal that Blushes. Or needs to."8 

Perhaps Twain's views on human nature influenced his 
commentary on the formation of "public policy" and those who 

4. ToM QUIRK, MARK 1\VAIN AND HU!'.1AN NATURE 10 (2007). 
5. Id. at tit. p. 
6. MARK T\VAIN, THE WrT & WISDOM OF MARK TwAIN 87 (Alex Ayers ed., 1987). 
7. MARK T\VAIN, THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF MARK T\vAIN 280 (Charles Neider ed., 

1960). 
8. MARK Ti.VAIN, FOLLOWING 1'HE EQUATOR 264 (1899). 
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create it. He compared politicians to a "native American 
criminal class."9 He further argued that "[f]]eas can be 
taught nearly anything that a Congressman can."10 Perhaps 
Twain's strongest assessment of legislators can be found in 
the following humorous riddle: "[S]uppose you were an idiot. 
And suppose you were a member of Congress. But I repeat 
myself."11 

These observations on the frequent disconnect between pol
iticians and ordinary common sense might seem a little 
extreme or even comical. Not all politicians fit the mold de
scribed above. Yet, those charged with policymaking 
decisions are only human after all. The reality of mankind's 
fallible nature produces inevitable mistakes, corruption, 
abuse of power, and gross errors injudgment.12 Political phi
losophers have wrestled with the issue of "human nature" for 
centuries, leading to different conclusions as to the best polit
ical society or governmental form. 13 

Our Founding Fathers recognized that man has great po
tential for good and evil. For example, James Madison wrote 
in The Federalist No. 55, "[a]s there is a degree of depravity 
in mankind, which requires a certain degree of circumspec
tion and distrust: so there are other qualities in human 
nature, which justify a certain portion of esteem and confi
dence."14 In a speech at the New York Ratifying Convention 
in June 1788, Alexander Hamilton proudly declared, "Here, 
sir, the people govern."15 Yet, he also recognized the danger 
that human nature posed to governance. In The Federalist 
No. 85, Hamilton noted, "I never expect to see a perfect work 
from imperfect man."16 He also affirmed that "[a] fondness 

9. Id. at 98 ("It could probably be sho\vn by facts and figures that there is no 
distinctly native American criminal class except Congress."). 

10. Iv!ARK T\VAIN, What is 1vlan?, in THE COMPLETE WORKS OF MARI{ T\VAIN 82 

(1917). 
11. 2 ALBERT BIGELO\V PAINE, l\1,\RK T\VAIN: A BIOGRAPHY 724 (1912). 
12. THI~ FEDERALIS'I' No. 55, at 147 (Jaines Madison) (J. & A. McLean 1788). 
13. See, e.g., GARRETT WARD SHELDON, THE HrsTORY OF POLITICAL THEORY: 

ANcn~NT GREECE TO lv!oDERN AMERICA (2003). 
14. THE FEDERALIST No. 55, supra note 12. 
15. ALEXANDER ful\HLTON, New Yorh Ratifying Convention Remarhs (June 27, 

1788), in 5 THE PAPERS OF AI.EXANDER HAMILTON 95 (Harold C. Syrett ed., 1962). 
16. THE FEDERALIST No. 85, at 361 (Alexander Hamilton) (J. & A. McLean 

1788). 
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for power is implanted, in most men, and it is natural to 
abuse it, when acquired."17 

The structure of our government reflects this view of 
human nature. A government with power divided among dif
ferent departments serves as a system of checks and balances 
against the weaknesses and excesses of humanity.18 This 
system was "designed to pit 'ambition against ambition,' rec
ognizing man's 'imperfections and weaknesses' which 
historically have caused political 'quarrels, jealousies, and 
envy' prompted by 'love of preeminence' and 'wounded 
pride.'"19 

The American "constitution" recognizes and compensates 
for man's clumsy and unreliable nature. This is true in the 
sense of the codified or written American Constitution and in 
the British sense, the "overall condition and character of the 
country, including its economy, households, religion, educa
tion, manners, and arts-as well as the organization of 
government."20 Perhaps that is why America loves being en
tertained by awkward, inept, mishap-ridden characters such 
as Urkel from Family Matters,2 1 Screech from Saved by the 
Bell,22 Maxwell Smart from Get Smart,23 Homer Simpson 
from The Simpsons,24 Cosmo Kramer from Seinfeld,25 or even 
Disney's Goofy.26 These entertainment characters illustrate 
the dichotomy of good and bad innate in all mankind: well 
intentioned, but hopelessly imperfect. After all, we are only 
human. 

The first rule of public policy reminds us that, due to our 
human nature, one will never be able to implement perfect 

17. ALEXANDER HAMILTON, The Farmer Refuted (1775), in 1 TI-IE PAPERS OF 
ALEXANDER HAMILTON, supra note 15, at 126. 

18. THE FEDERALIST No. 55, supra note 12. 
19. SHELDON, supra note 13, at xii. 
20. Garrett Ward Sheldon, Constituting the Constitution, 31 Harv. J. L. & Pub. 

Pol'y 1129, 1130 (2008). 
21. Family Matters, supra note 1. 
22. Saved by the Bell (NBC television broadcast Aug. 20, 1989 to May 22, 1993). 
23. Get Smart (NBC television broadcast 1965 to 1969; CBS television broadcast 

1969 to 1970); GET SMART {Warner Bros. Pictures 2008). 
24. The Simpsons (FOX television broadcast Dec. 17, 1989-present). 
25. Seinfeld (NBC television broadcast July 5, 1989 to May 14, 1998). 
26. Disneyland: The Goofy Success Story (ABC television original broadcast 

Dec. 7, 1955). 
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policies which will solve all the world's problems. This does 
not mean that one should never strive to make the world a 
better place. The principle does, however, caution us all 
against the blind pursuit of utopian ambitions. 

II. THE RoAD TO HELL IS PAVED WITH Goon INTENTIONS 

The second rule of public policy builds from the first: be
ware of human nature and remember that the road to hell is 
paved with good intentions. 

Considered "the vine that ate the south,"27 Kudzu is a fast 
growing,28 climbing, perennial vine described as "lush, hairy'' 
and "woody."29 When it was first introduced into America, 
many called Kudzu "the miracle vine."30 Soon, however, vast 
portions of the country would hope for some kind of a "mira
cle" to simply slow the plant's growth, destruction, and 
annoyance. As one website noted: 

The prolific vine is ... able to out compete native vegeta
tion without confronting debilitating insect attacks, 
invading and overcoming the habitat of native vegetation 
that fill an essential and often not fully understood role 
in the ecosystem and that frequently can not [sic] be 
found in any other ecosystem in the world. 31 

Notwithstanding the environmental and ecological havoc,32 

"[k]udzu's economic impact is enormous. One recent U.S. 
government publication estimates kudzu causing over $100 
million of damage a year."33 Another study shows a loss of 

27. Theo Emery, In Tennessee, Goats Eat the 'Vi.ne That Ate the South', N.Y. 
TIMES, June 5, 2007, at A16, available at http://ww.v.nytimes.com/2007/06/05/us/05 
goats.html. 

28. Richard J. Blaustein, Kudzu's Invasion into Southern United States Life and 
Culture, in TI-IE GREAT RESHUFFLING 55, 56 (Jeffrey A. McNeely ed., 2001). "Kudzu 
grows at dramatic rates. A single plant may grow as much as 20 meters in a season, 
at a rate of about 30 cm per day. Its impressive vines are anchored by equally 
impressive roots, often 7 inches (18 cm) or more in diameter, 6 feet (180 cm) or more 
in length, and \Veighing as much as 400 pounds (180kg)." Id. 

29. Amanda Allen, Kudzu in Appalachia, in ASPI TECHNICAL SERIES TP 55 (Al 
Fritsch ed., 2000), available at http://w\vw.a-spi.org/tp/tp55.htm. 

30. Emery, supra note 27. 
31. Allen, supra note 29. 
32. See Blaustein, supra note 28. 
33. Id. at 60. 
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productivity of $500 million per year.34 Human commerce 
may also be impacted by the "production of widespread 
stress ... inextricably linked to the invasive species' burden 
on property ownership and usage .... "35 

Today communities, policymakers, scientists, and farmers 
attempt-mostly in vain-to eradicate or to simply manage 
kudzu.36 Yet, in the 1930s, the federal government actually 
aggressively sought to spread kudzu throughout the South!37 

President Franklin D. Roosevelt's New Deal utilized the 
plant for soil preservation and to control erosion. 38 Accord
ingly, government fiscal policy fostered kudzu planting and 
paid farmers six to eight dollars for every acre of land with 
newly planted vine.39 "By 1940, the Soil Conservation Ser
vice (SCS) had produced over 7 million kudzu seedlings from 
seeds imported from Asia and employed thousands of work
ers to transplant the seedlings in every slope threatened by 
soil loss. "40 

The intentional introduction and aggressive governmental 
promotion of an invasive alien plant species is the epitome of 
the old saying "the road to hell is paved with good intentions." 
Despite its initial appeal as a fodder crop and potential to 
prevent soil erosion,41 kudzu grew into a public policy disas
ter as quickly as the pernicious plant devoured the Southern 
landscape. Blaming policymakers for this costly, annoying 
mistake will not reclaim the approximate 2.8 million [hect
ares] of kudzu growing throughout the southern United 
States.42 Yet, perhaps future policymakers can learn from 
this and other mistakes in policy judgment. 

34. Id. 
35. Id. 
36. See Emery, supra note 27 (describing goat "management" of kudzu as a 

"four-legged alternative to herbicides"). 
37. Blaustein, supra note 28, at 57. 
38. Allen, supra note 29. 
39. IV.THLEEN S. Lo\VNEY, PUERARIA: THE GENUS PuERARIA 277 (Wing Ming 

Keung ed., 2002). 
40. Allen, supra note 29. 
41. Id. 
42. Blaustein, supra note 28, at 57. "By the mid-nineties it was estimated the 

Kudzu 'has a stranglehold on an estimated 2.8 million ha and is spreading by 
50,000ha a year and is increasing.' The total area infested by Kudzu is larger than 
the state of Vermont . ... " Id. 
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The most fundamental lesson learned from the federal gov
ernment's "kudzu policy" is this: Beware of unintended 
consequences or, more specifically, undesirable side effects.43 

"Because of their complexity, social systems are capable of 
producing problems neither expected nor results intended."44 

Like kudzu, sometimes the side effects of legislation or gov
ernment policy "'grow like the devil' and '.just will not die."'45 

One ill-advised, poorly drafted or obsolete statute, for ex
ample, can result in a proliferation of other statutes 
enacted to make adjustments or clarifications. The inevi
table and necessary 'judicial gloss' contributes to the 
kudzu thicket insofar as some of the more problematic 
statutes on the books are concerned. Confusing and at 
times incomprehensible statutes entwine themselves 
around the day-to-day transactions of humankind and 
clog what would otherwise be simple problems or chal
lenges with confusion.4 6 

Frequently, the undesirable effects of bad policy go unre
ported or unnoticed.47 History, however, is full of examples of 
policy decisions producing unanticipated negative side ef
fects. For example, twenty-four wild rabbits from England 
were introduced into the Australian bush for sport in the 
mid-1800s.4B "It is hardly a novel observation that rabbits 
breed with a certain keenness. Within a couple of years they 
had entirely overrun [the area] ... without a single predator 
or parasite able even to recognize rabbits, much less dine off 
them."49 In half a century, Australia's rabbit population 
went from zero to half a billion. 50 The policy51 has been dis-

43. See EUGENE BARDACH, A PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR POLICY ANALYSIS 34 (2000). 

"Analysts are often cautioned to think about unanticipated consequences. But this 
term is not appropriate, for it is often used to refer to perfectly anticipatable, though 
undesirable, side effects." Id. 

44. GARRY D. BRE\VER & PETER DELEON, THE FOUNDATIONS OF POLICY ANALYSIS 

93 (1983). 
45. Patrick K. Hetrick, Legislative Kudzu and the New Millennium: An 

Opportunity for Refl,ection and Reform, 23 CAMPBELL L. REv. 157, 159 (2001). 
46. Id. at 159-60. 
47. Id. at 160. 
48. BILL BRYSON, IN A SUNBURNED COUNTRY 120 (2001). 
49. Id. 
50. GREG KnuKONIS & TRACY BARR, EVOLUTION FOR Dur .... IMIES 216 (2008). 
51. Here, the policy decision \Vas not made by the government. Instead, the 

introduction of rabbits was made by a farmer named Thomas Austin from 
Winchelsea, Victoria. See BRYSON, supra note 48, at 120. While this paper is 
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astrous, 52 and the rabbits have "devastated vast portions of 
the outback."53 

Policy "mishaps" are not limited to ecological damage. Neg
ative side effects can also impact social identity and economic 
prosperity. Even social aid policies are more complex than 
simply giving support to the poor. As scripture teaches, 
"Thou shalt open thine hand wide unto thy brother, to thy 
poor, and to thy needy, in thy land,"54 but "if any would not 
work, neither should he eat."55 Reconciling these virtues in 
terms of public policy proves to be an ongoing challenge re
plete with fiery political debates-and unintended 
consequences. 

Many urge that government aid programs, such as welfare 
benefits, adversely impact recipients of support.56 For in
stance, Senator Jim DeMint of South Carolina argues that 
"over the last 50 years, American attitudes have shifted from 
cherishing self-sufficiency and personal responsibility to 
craving cradle-to-grave security 'guaranteed' by govern
ment."57 He argues that: 

America's quest for social and economic equality ... de
stroys the fabric of who we are: our love for freedom and 
individualism . . . . [E]ncouraging sameness and depen
dency instead of individualism and independence 
diminishes the will and the capability of people to suc
ceed in a free society .... [W]e have now forced ... large 
blocs of Americans into the boat of dependency that it 

intended to analyze the effects of governmental policy making, the "rabbit policy" 
underscores the potential for disaster in public policy creation. 

52. See Ronald J. Allen, The Simpson Affair, Reform of the Criminal Justice 
Process, and Magic Bullets, 67 U. CoLO. L. REV. 996, 998 (1996) ("the rabbits have 
become what has been called the worst plague on record .... "). 

53. Id. 
54. Deuteronomy 15:11 (King James). 
55. 2 Thessalonians 3:10 (King James). 
56. See, e.g., James L. Payne, The High Value of Welfare Benefits Keeps the Poor 

on Welfare, in WELFARE: OPPOSING VIEWPOINTS 20-21 (James Haley ed., 2003); 
Michael Tanner & David B. Kopel, Welfare Causes an Increase in Out-of Wedlock 
Births, in WELFARE: OPPOSING VIE\VPOINTS 38---43 (James Haley ed., 2003); Michael 
B. Katz, Welfare Does Not Cause an Increase in Out-of-Wedlock Births, in WELFARE: 
OPPOSING VIE\VPOINTS 45 (James Haley ed., 2003). 

57. Jim DeMint, The Coming Crisis: How Government Dependency Threatens 
America's Freedom, The Heritage Lectures (May 8, 2001). 
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has become politically risky to even suggest that people 
would be better off sailing their own ship.58 

145 

DeMint blames "misguided policies" for a shift of American 
attitudes "into a position where few have the will or ability to 
live independently from government."59 

While social welfare programs have a noble goal of helping 
eradicate poverty or providing opportunity for the underprivi
leged, BO one cannot ignore other potential problems, 
specifically the impact on American social identity. James L. 
Payne contends that welfare programs "undermine the social 
disapproval of idle dependency"61 and promotes a "pattern of 
'serial dependency."'62 Further, he argues that such pro
grams are subject to rampant fraud and abuse.63 

Other social programs similarly produce side effects seem
ingly unimagined by original policy proponents. One 
example is Social Security. Intended to aid Americans facing 
poverty due to the death of a family wage earner, disability, 
or old age, the government program enjoys immense popular
ity. 64 Most agree, however, that it has become unsustainable 
in current form due to unforeseen long-term demographic 
changes.65 By July 2009, "[t]he trustees of Social Security es
timate that the program's unfunded liability [was] $15.1 
trillion, which is nearly fifty percent more than the official 
national debt ($11.6 trillion)."BB 

58. Jim DeMint, America's Growing Dependency on Government, The Heritage 
Lectures (Sept. 3, 2002). 

59. Id. 
60. See !Cathryn Edin & Laura Lein, A Lack of Opportunities Keeps the Poor on 

Welfare, in WELFARE: OPPOSING VIE\VPOINTS, supra note 56, at 29-37. 

61. JAMES L. PAYNE, OVERCOMING WELFARE: EXPECTING MORE FROM THE Poon
AND FR0~1 OURSELVES 34 (1998). 

62. Id. at 33. 
63. James L. Payne, Welfare Fraud Is Widespread, in WELFARE: OPPOSING 

VIE\VPOINTS, supra note 56, at 55. 

64. Don Nickles, United States Senator, Retiring in America: Why the United 
States Needs A New Kind of Social Security for the New Millennium, 36 HARV. J. ON 
LEGIS 77, 77-78 (1999). "Social Security has been a highly successful program, 
helping to significantly reduce the percentage of seniors living in poverty during the 
past twenty-five years." Id. 

65. Id. at 78. (Social Security, however, is on the brink of a serious financial 
predicament . . . . [M]ost analysts agree that Social Security faces a shortfall." Id. 

66. Phil Kerpen, An Unsustainable Fiscal Path: The long-tenn outlooh for the 
U.S. is distressing, even before adding in nationalized health care, NAT'L REv. 
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Affirmative Action is another social program with a noble 
goal, of helping minorities secure the same opportunities as 
the other social groups.67 Yet, United States Supreme Court 
Justice Clarence Thomas suggests in his memoir, My Grand
father's Son, that the policy has produced an unintended side 
effect in at least one beneficiary.68 He recalls that the "stig
matizing effects of racial preference ... would be used forever 
after to discount my achievements."69 While not all African
Americans share this same viewpoint,7° Thomas claims that 
his law degree from one of the top schools in America, Yale, 
was almost worthless71 because it "bore the taint of racial 
preference."72 

Recently, Americans witnessed first-hand the possible neg
ative economic side effects of well-intentioned policies. In a 
2009 speech in Bristol, Virginia, President Barack Obama 
recognized that America "face[s] the worst economy ... since 
the Great Depression."73 While economic cycles and market 
swings are inevitable,74 some suggest that the recent eco-

ONLINE, July 27, 2009, http://article.nationalreview.com/?q=MZizMzJiYzViMGU2 
ODdjYTgyOGE1MzM4Mml3MDZmNjQ=. 

67. Lara Hudgins, Rethinking Affirmative Action in the 1990s: Tailoring the 
Cure to Remedy the Disease, 47 BAYLOR L. REV. 815, 821 (1995) (quoting Jam.es E. 
Jones, Jr., The Rise and Fall of Affirmative Action, in RACE IN AMERICA: THE 

STRUGGLE FOR EQUALITY 345, 347 (Herbert Hill & James E. Jones, Jr. eds., 1993)). 
68. CLARENCE THOMAS, MY GRANDFATHER'S SON 75 (2007). 
69. Id. 
70. See generally Tamara Loomis, Did Affirmative Action Really Hinder 

Clarence Thomas? THE AM:. LAW., June 2, 2008, http://wW\v.law.com/jsp/article.jsp?id 
=1202421827466; See also Angela Onwuachi-Willig, Using the Master's 'Tool' To 
Dismantle His House: Why Justice Clarence Thomas Makes the Case for Affinnative 
Action, 47 ARIZ. L. REV. 113 (2005). 

71. Tno:MAS, supra note 68, at 99-100. "I'd learned the hard way that a law 
degree from Yale meant one thing for white graduates and another for blacks, no 
matter how much anyone denied it .... As a symbol ofmy disillusionment, I peeled 
a fifteen-cent price sticker off a package of cigars and stuck it on the frame ofmy law 
degree to remind myself of the mistake I'd made by going to Yale. I never did change 
my mind about its value." Id. 

72. Id. at 87. 
73. President Barack Obama, Remarks on Economic Recovery at Town Hall 

Meeting in Bristol, Virginia (July 29, 2009). 
74. PATRICK J. TooMEY, THE RoAD TO PROSPERITY: Ho\V TO Gno\V Oun EcoNOMY 

AND REVNE THE A,\llERICAN DREAM 25 (2009). "The underlying assumption is that 
unfettered free markets inevitably go through cycles, some of which include 
cataclysmic troughs." Id. 
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nomic crisis is a byproduct of the U.S. Department of Housing 
and Urban Development mortgage policy.7 5 

Analysts such as Carol D. Leonning76 and Raymond H. 
Brescia 77 note attempts to trace the financial crisis of 2009 to 
policies like the Community Reinvestment Act of 1977 
(CRA). 78 Describing this theory, Brescia notes that "the CRA 
forced banks to engage in risky loans to risky borrowers in 
risky neighborhoods-predominantly in low-income and mi
nority communities."79 Leonning describes it as a well
intentioned policy gone badly: 

In 2004, as regulators warned that subprime lenders 
were saddling borrowers with mortgages they could not 
afford, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban De
velopment helped fuel more of that risky lending. 

Eager to put more low-income and minority families into 
their own homes, the agency required that two govern
ment-chartered mortgage finance firms purchase far 
more "affordable" loans made to these borrowers. HUD 
stuck with an outdated policy that allowed Freddie Mac 
and Fannie Mae to count billions of dollars they invested 
in subprime loans as a public good that would foster af
fordable housing. 

Housing experts and some congressional leaders now 
view those decisions as mistakes that contributed to an 
escalation of subprime lending that is roiling the U.S. 
economy.80 

While not everyone blames the CRA or government policy 
for the 2008-2009 economic disaster,81 William C. Apgar, Jr., 

75. Carol D. Leonning, How HUD Mortgage Policy Fed the Crisis, WASH. PosT, 
June 10, 2008, at Al, available at http:l/\vww.,vashingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/ 
article/2008/06/09/AR2008060902626.html. 

76. Id. 
77. Raymond H. Brescia, Part of the Disease or Part of the Cure: The Financial 

Crisis and the Co,nmunity Reinvestment Act, 60 S.C. L. REV, 617, 618 (2008). 
78. 12 u.s.c. §§ 2901-2907 (2006). 
79. Brescia, supra note 77, at 618-19. 
80. Leonning, supra note 75. 
81. See, e.g., Brescia, supra note 77, at 619 ("[T]his argument is hard to reconcile 

under any reading of the statute's terms and after any assessment of the CRA's true 
reach."); Leonning, supra note 75 ("HUD officials dispute allegations that the agency 
encouraged abusive lending and sloppy under\vriting standards that became the 
hallmark of the subprime industry."); Ellen Seidman, No, Larry, CRA Didn't Cause 
the Sub-Pri,ne Mess, THE LADDER, Apr. 15, 2008, http://\vww.ne\vamerica.net/blog/ 
asset-building/2008/no-larry-cra-didn-t-cause-sub-prime-mess-3210 ("The sub-prime 
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an assistant HUD secretary in the Clinton Administration, 
regrets his involvement in the policies.82 He says that "it was 
a mistake" and that "in hindsight, [he] would have done it 
differently."83 

This is not the first time that federal economic policy has 
spurred financial crisis. Popular mythology blames the lais
sez-faire "excesses" of the 1920's for the Great Depression.84 
Yet, experts credit the economic disaster to the hyper-in
terventionist policies of President Herbert Hoover "who 
expanded government interference in the American econ
omy."85 Economist Milton Friedman points to the Federal 
Reserve Bank and mismanagement of monetary policy as the 
prime example of misguided policy causing severe negative 
side effects:86 

[T]he Fed was largely responsible for converting what 
might have been a garden-variety recession, though per
haps a fairly severe one, into a major catastrophe. 
Instead of using its powers to offset the depression, it 
presided over a decline in the quantity of money by one
third from 1929 to 1933 . . . Far from the depression be
ing a failure of the free-enterprise system, it was a tragic 
failure of government. 87 

Friedman's criticism of Federal Reserve fiscal policies 
prompted Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke to apolo
gize for his organization's policy mistakes.88 "Regarding the 
Great Depression," Bernanke declared on Milton Friedman's 

debacle has many causes, including greed, lack of and ineffective regulation, failures 
of risk assessment and management, and misplaced optimism. But CRA is not to 
blame."). 

82. Leonning, supra note 75. 
83. Id. 
84. THO!IIAS J. DILORENZO, How CAPITALISM SAVED AM.ERICA: THE UNTOLD 

HISTORY OF 0uR COUNTRY, FROM THE PILGRIMS TO THE PRESENT 160 (2004). 
85. Id. 
86. MARK SKOUSEN, THE BIG THREE IN ECONOMICS: ADAM: SMITH, KARL MARx 

AND JOHN MAYNARD KEYNES 193-94 (2007). 
87. MILTON & RosA D. FRIEDMAN, Two LucKY PEOPLE: MEMOIRS 233 (1998). 
88. Ben S. Bernanke, Federal Reserve Board, Remarks at the Conference to 

Honor Milton Friedman, University of Chicago (Nov. 8, 2002) (transcript available at 
http://www.federalreserve.gov/BOARDDOCS/SPEECHES/2002/20021108/default. 
htm. 
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ninetieth birthday, ''You're right, we did it. We're very sorry. 
But thanks to you, we won't do it again."B9 

Despite honorable or noble goals, government policies and 
legislative proposals are as imperfect as the human beings 
who draft them. Perhaps that is why Ronald Reagan once 
said, "The most terrifying words in the English language are: 
I'm from the government and I'm here to help."90 

Ill. HASTE MAK:Es WASTE 

The 2008 comedy film, Yes Man, 91 tells the story of a sad, 
lonely, and desperate man with low self-esteem transformed 
by the power of saying "yes" to any and every opportunity. 
After attending a self-help program, Carl is convinced that 
accepting any offer or request will eventually lead to "good" in 
his life regardless of his immediate feelings or desires. Like
wise, rejection of an offer or saying "no" results inevitably in 
disaster. The film hilariously depicts a world where an indi
vidual can make rash decisions without thinking about or 
suffering any consequences. Unfortunately, that world is 
only fictional. 

For centuries, wise men and women have cautioned 
against hasty action. "Haste makes waste, and waste makes 
want, and want makes strife between the goodman [sic] and 
his wife."92 Today, this principle rings true in personal deci
sions, business, and policymaking. An author's rush to 
complete a work produces unavoidable spelling mistakes or 
failures in communication.93 A taxpayer risks penalties, fees, 
errors, and heartache if he fails to take time to adequately 
prepare the appropriate paperwork. Academic success schol
ars warn new law students to avoid procrastination and to 
practice effective time management skills to cope with the 

89. Id. 
90. THE QUOTABLE POLITICIAN 176 (William B. Whitman ed., 2003). 
91. YES MAN (Warner Brothers Pictures 2008). 
92. CHRISTINE Ar.1:MER, THE Alvl:ERICAN HERITAGE DICTIONARY OF IDIOMS 284 

(1997). 
93. Should the reader spot a mistake or an error, I apologize, and I assure you 

that it is there by mistake. After all, remember public policy rule number two: I am 
only human. 
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rigors of law school and to avoid stress.94 Moreover, the wis
dom of Scripture reminds us that "[t]he plans of the diligent 
lead to profit as surely as haste leads to poverty. "95 

These principles apply easily to the business world as well. 
For example, in 1992 NBC executives decided to broadcast 
the Olympic Games on pay-per-view channels.96 

They did marketing studies and found that under 3 per
cent of their sample would definitely pay for the right to 
see events. They wanted to make their figures look bet
ter so they combined the 3 percent with those that said 
maybe they would pay to watch events and came up with 
more respectable numbers. Unfortunately, more respon
dents who said "maybe" opted out and did not purchase 
the service. NBC lost millions on the venture. 97 

Jeffrey J. Fox's How To Become CEO: The Rules for Rising 
to the Top of Any Organization, warns of the "business myth" 
that "aggressive, super-sure, rapid-fire manager[s] who make 
one quick decision after another" are best. 98 He contends 
that "[t]his style might be [acceptable] if the decisions can be 
reversed or altered with little impact or if there is a catastro
phe with an absolute time frame, such as a fire in the factory. 
But decisions made for speed's sake are risky."99 

In the policy-making arena, the risks are no different. The 
Founding Fathers recognized the importance and virtue of 
taking time to make sure that legislation was as perfect as 
humanly possible. They invented a policy-making system de
signed to operate slowly in accordance with their realistic 

94. See RUTA K. STROUPUS & CHARLO'ITE D. TAYLOR, BRIDGING THE GAP 
BET\VEEN COLLEGE AND LAW SCHOOL 12 (2d ed. 2009); see also HERBERT N. RAMY, 
SuccEEDING IN LAw ScHOOL 29-33 (2006). 

95. Proverbs 21:5 (New International Version). 
96. STEPHEN J. HOCH, HOWARD C. KUNREUTHER & ROBERT E. GUNTHER, 

WHARTON ON MAKING DECISIONS 108 (2001). 

97. Id. 
98. JEFFREY J. Fox, How To BECOME CEO: THE RULES FOR R1s1NG TO THE ToP 

OF ANY ORGANIZATION 110 (1998). 
99. Id. See also, e.g., HOWARD ScHLOSSBERG, SPORTS MARKETING 89 (1996). 

"Despite its optimistic tone, despite the modest numbers it needed to reach, despite 
the event (1992 Summer Olympics), despite the NBA Dream Team showcasing in 
the event, despite the broadcast network-cable partnership creating the pay-per
view telecast-the NBC Olympic TripleCast in 1992 flopped badly, falling far short 
of recouping the $100 million invested in it as part ofNBC's $401 million investment 
in broadcasting the Olympics." Id. 
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views of human frailty. 100 The "theory, ultimately embodied 
in the Federal Constitution, was that governmental institu
tions would reduce the role of the passions, especially the 
self-interested ones, thus enabling the public virtue of the 
American people to shine in the light of slow, deliberative 
debate."101 

In The Federalist No. 73, Alexander Hamilton insisted that 
delaying "good" legislation is better than quickly implement
ing "bad" policy. 102 "The injury which may possibly be done 
by defeating a few good laws, will be amply compensated by 
the advantage of preventing a number of bad ones."103 The 
framers, as many today still believe, understood "that rapid 
change, even in the direction of a desirable or noble goal, is 
dangerous."104 Accordingly, legislating is an unhurried, cum
bersome process.105 It "is slow, disorganized, and difficult
just as the Framers intended."10e 

Recently, however, many policymakers seem to have for
gotten the Founding Father's fear of fast moving government. 
Upon taking office in 2009, President Obama immediately 
pushed for quick action by the Federal Government on sev
eral important issues. With the unemployment rate at 7.6 
percent nationally,107 the President's immediate focus was on 
economic recovery. 

In February of 2009, President Obama said that a stimulus 
plan was "absolutely necessary" and "desperately needed."108 
He warned, "Ifwe do not act boldly and swiftly, a bad situa-

100. See, e.g., THE FEDERALIST No. 51 (James Madison). 
101. Andre\v E. Taslitz, Condemning the Racist Personality: Why the Critics of 

Hate Crimes Legislation are Wrong, 40 B.C. L. REv. 739, 766 n.157 (1999). 
102. THE FEDERAI,IST No. 73, at 205 (Alexander Hamilton) (J. & A. McLean 

1788). 
103. Id. 
104. CHARLES w. DUNN & J. DAVID WooDARD, THE CONSERVATIVE TRADITION IN 

AMERICA 30 (rev. ed. 2003). 
105. See generally, e.g., JEFFREY H. BIRNBAUM & ALAN S. MURRAY, SHowoowN AT 

Gucci GULCH (1988). 
106. CHARLES B. CUSHMAN, JR., A,..._ INTRODUCTION TO THE U.S. CONGRESS 181 

(2006). 
107. Jeannine Aversa, Stimulus Desperately Needed, Oba1na Says, THE REc., 

Feb. 7, 2009, http://news.therecord.com/article/483914. 
108. Id. 
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tion could become drastically worse."109 In a White House 
Press Briefing, Press Secretary Robert Gibbs noted that 
"[t]he President believes ultimately we have to get a good 
plan quickly to the American people."110 The crisis,111 Presi
dent Obama assured, would be averted with immediate 
government intervention.112 As debate continued on the leg
islative solution, the President's rhetoric became even more 
forceful and grave: 

The scale and scope of this plan is right. And the time for 
action is now. Because if we don't move swiftly to put 
this plan in motion, our economic crisis could become a 
national catastrophe. Millions of Americans will lose 
their jobs, their homes, and their health care. Millions 
more will have to put their dreams on hold.113 

Heeding the President's warnings, Congress passed the 
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act114 just eighteen 
days after the bill was originally introduced in Congress.115 

109. President Barack Obama, Weekly Address (Jan. 24, 2009) (transcript 
available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/president-obama-delivers-your-weekly
address/) (emphasis added) [hereinafter President Obama's Weekly Address for Jan. 
24, 2010]. 

110. Robert Gibbs, White House Press Secretary, Press Briefing by Press 
Secretary Robert Gibbs and Secretary of Interior l{en Salazar (Jan. 28, 2009) 
(transcript available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/blog_post/Cleaninghouse/) 
(emphasis added). 

111. The President noted in his first weekly radio address that America faced a 
crisis. "Just this week," he said in January of 2009, "we saw more people file for 
unemployment than at any time in the last twentywsix years, and experts agree that 
if nothing is done, the unemployment rate could reach double digits." President 
Obama's Weekly Address for Jan. 24, 2010, supra note 109. 

112. President Barack Obama, Weekly Address, The White House, Washington, 
D.C. (Feb. 7, 2009) (transcript available at http://\vw.v.whitehouse.gov/blog_postl 
compromisel/). 

113. Id. (emphasis added). 
114. The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, Pub. L. No. lllw5, 

123 Stat. 115. 
115. 155 CONG. REc. 81473, 1542 (daily ed. Feb. 4, 2009) (amend. 106). "A bill 

making supplemental appropriations for job preservation and creation, 
infrastructure investment, energy efficiency and science, assistance to the 
unemployed, and State and local fiscal stabilization, for fiscal year ending 
September 30, 2009," was introduced in the House and referred to the Committee on 
Appropriations, in addition to the Committee on the Budget on January 26, 2009. 
Id. Congress passed the stimulus bill, the American Recovery and Reinvestment 
Act, on February 13, 2009. Shailagh Murray & Paul Kane, Congress Passes 
Stimulus Package: After Voting Largely Along Party Lines, $787 Billion Bill Goes to 
Obama, WASH. PosT, Feb. 14, 2009, http:1/www .washingtonpost.com/\vp~dynl 
content/article/2009/02/13/AR2009021301596_pf.html. 
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President Obama wasted no time and quickly signed the 
measure in a ceremony in Denver, Colorado116 where he 
called the legislation "the most sweeping economic recovery 
package in our history."117 The President reminded Ameri
cans that the bill did "not mark the end of our economic 
troubles. Nor does it constitute all of what we must do to 
turn our economy around. But it does mark the beginning of 
the end."118 

The stimulus bill is remarkable in terms of how quickly it 
managed to maneuver the typical legislative hurdles. 119 Con
gressional expert Walter J. Oleszek notes, "Introducing a bill 
in Congress is a deceptively simple procedure . . . . It is one 
thing to introduce a bill and quite another to move it through 
the lawmaking process."120 Some have called the bill "the 
swiftest passage of a massive [legislative] package in Ameri
can history."121 Yet, it did not achieve broad bipartisan 
support by any stretch of the imagination. In an initial vote 
in the House of Representatives, not a single republican sup
ported the proposal.122 This prompted the President to 
remind Congress not to "play the usual political games."12s 
He said, "The plan is not perfect, ... but I can tell you with 
complete confidence that a failure to act will only deepen the 
crisis as well as the pain felt by millions of Americans."124 

116. Karen E. Crummy & Allison Sherry, Oba,na signs stimulus bill, THE 

DENVER PosT, Feb. 18, 2009, at AOl, available at http://w,vw.denverpost.com/news/ci 
_11726570. 

117. President Barack Obama, Remarks at Stimulus Signing (Feb. 17, 2009) 
(transcript available at http://,v,vw.cbsne,vs.com/blogs/2009/02/17 /politics/political 
hotsheet/entry4807704.shtml). 

118. Id. 
119. While the final bill took eighteen days to ,veave its ,vay through the 

legislative labyrinth, initial victory for the President's proposal-passage of the $820 
billion stimulus bill in the House of Representatives-came just eight days after his 
inauguration. See Ryan Grim, Stimulus Pachage Passes With Zero Republican 
Support, THE HuFFINGTON PosT, Jan. 28, 2009, http://w\V\v.huffingtonpost.com/2009/ 
Ol/28/obama-im-confident-stimul_n_161654.html. 

120. 6 WALTER J. 0LESZEK, CONGRESSIONAL PROCEDURES AND THE POLICY 
PROCESS 76 (Cong. Q. Press 2004). 

121. Grim, supra note 119. 
122. Id. 
123. Jennifer Loven, Obama to Congress: Pass Stimulus, Don't Play Ga,nes, ABC 

NE\VS, Feb. 9, 2009, http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/wireStory?id=6839940. 
124. Id. 
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Despite the President's urge to keep politics out of the "de
bate," the haste and size of the stimulus bill led many 
politicians to question the prudence of the measure. For ex
ample, Representative Hal Rogers of Kentucky voiced his 
concern on the floor of the House on January 27, 2009: 

[T]here is no question but that the Congress must act 
swiftly and boldly to counteract the downturn in the 
economy. But there's a difference between actions that 
are swift and bold and spending huge sums of borrowed 
money irresponsibly. 

When the dust finally settles on this boondoggle, perhaps 
then we will face the facts regarding this colossal trillion 
dollar spending bill. And the fact is that the bill isn't an 
economic stimulus plan at all, but a rampant spending 
spree, much of which has nothing to do with bailing out a 
sagging economy, but ... big government programs.125 

Representative Dave Reichert from Washington State also 
noted his concern: "We cannot let calls for swift action over
run common sense, thorough consideration, and healthy 
debate."126 Representative Michele Bachmann of Minnesota 
put it this way: this bill "serves as a case study for the time
worn notion that haste makes waste."127 

Other opponents described the stimulus as "the largest 
spending bill in the history of Congress ... being rushed to 
the House floor and to the President before Members of Con
gress or the American people have an opportunity to even 
know what is in it."128 This point must be highlighted. The 
final version of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act 
spanned 1,071 pages and stacked eight inches thick.129 
Lawmakers and the American public received merely forty-

125. 155 CoNG. REC. H556, 559 (daily ed. Jan. 27, 2009) (statement of Rep. Hal 
Rogers). 

126. 155 CONG. REc. H556, 570 (daily ed. Jan. 27, 2009) (statement of Rep. 
Reichert). 

127. Joe Kimball, Michele Bachmann still against the stimulus bill, says haste 
,nakes waste, MINN. PosT, Feb. 13, 2009, http://ww,v.minnpost.com/politicalagenda/ 
2009/02/13/6699/michele_bachmann_still_against_the_stimulus_bill_says_haste_ 
makes_ waste. 

128. 155 CONG. REc. H1536, 1571 (daily ed. Feb. 13, 2009) (statement of Rep. 
Posey). 

129. Chad Pergram, Congress Passes $787B Stimulus Bill, Sends It to Obama for 
Signature, Fox NE\VS, Feb. 14, 2009, http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2009/02/13/ 
congress-readies-final-vote-b-stimulus/. 
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eight hours to read the legislation prior to the vote. 130 With 
such little time available, one cannot help but question 
whether the legislators even read the bill. 

If the rapid pace of the legislation was not troubling 
enough, consider the possible consequences of the immediate 
action. As one congressman noted prior to the stimulus vote, 
"[t]he decisions we make today have long-term conse
quences . . . that will affect every American taxpayer for 
decades."131 Indeed, the initial cost of the stimulus proved to 
be quite high: totaling $787 billion. 132 Some contend that, 
despite any short term benefits, the unintended negative con
sequences of the policy "will be downright harmful in the 
longer run, when we have to pay for it."133 

Serious questions as to the "long-term fallout from in
creased borrowing by the United States government, and its 
potential to drive up inflation and interest rates around the 
world," earned serious attention at the World Economic Fo
rum in January of 2009.134 Former Mexican President 
Ernesto Zedillo, who experienced a similar national economic 
crisis in his country in the 1990s, commented at the confer
ence that "Washington, unlike most other countries, ha[s] the 
option of simply printing more money, because the dollar [is] 
a reserve currency for the rest of the world. Over the long 
run, that could force long-term interest rates higher and 
drive down the value of the dollar, undermining the benefits 
that come with its special status."135 

America may never really know whether the stimulus 
"worked" as intended, whether it was too large and too 
quickly pushed through Congress, or whether it will have 

130. Id. 
131. 155 CONG. REc. H1536, 1573 (daily ed. Feb. 13, 2009) (statement of Rep. 

Bachus). 
132. Stephen Dinan, Obama signs massive sthnulus bill, WASH. TIMES, Feb. 17, 

2009, http://\v\V\V.washingtontin1es.com/ne\vs/2009/feb/17/obama-signs-massive
economic-stimulus-bill/. 

133. Edvvard E. Leamer, Is Obama's Sti,nulus Worlling?, L.A. Tu\IES, Aug. 19, 
2009, http:/ /w\v\v. la ti1n es. com/news/opinion/opinionla/la-oew-leamer-delong 19-2009 
augl9,0,5376420.story. 

134. Nelson D. Sch\vartz, Global Worries Over U.S. Sti,nulus Spending, N.Y. 
TIMES, Jan, 29, 2009, http://,vw,v.nytimes.com/2009/0l/30/business/worldbusiness/30 
<lavas.html. 

135. Id. 
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long-term effects on inflation and interest rates. Political de
bate, however, still rages over the effectiveness of the 
stimulus136 even as some advocate for a second stimulus bill 
to inject even more government spending into the 
economy.137 

Another piece of the President's economic recovery plan 
provides more reason to be skeptical of rushed policy imple
mentation. President Obama signed the Car Allowance 
Rebate System (CARS), better known as the "Cash for 
Clunkers" Program, into law on June 24, 2009.138 Designed 
to help jump-start the ailing American auto industry, the pro
gram sought to induce consumers to purchase new 
automobiles. 139 The program provided "cash vouchers up to 
$4,500 at the auto dealerships for consumers who trade in 
aging, less fuel-efficient automobiles and replace them with 
modern fuel-efficient models."14o 

The program enjoyed immediate success and popularity.141 

Unfortunately, it proved to be too successful too quickly. 

136. Representative Mike Pence, chairman of the House Republican Conference, 
said in August of 2009 that "the stimulus isn't working." Susan Jones, 'The 
Sti1nulus Isn't Working,' Republican Says-Six Months Out, CNS NEWS, Aug. 17, 
2009, http://www.cnsnews.com/news/article/52600. Pence argues that the multi
billion-dollar infusion of government stimulus money has not prevented the 
unemployment numbers to reach 9.4 percent. Id. Representative Kevin Brady 
believes that the "stimulus is too slow, not focused on jobs, and ,vasteful." I{evin 
Brady, If Stimulus Bill is Working, Where Have the Jobs Gone?, STATE NEWS SERV., 
Aug, 19, 2009. The President has repeatedly declared that the stimulus is working 
to help revive the American economy despite high national unemployment rates. See 
P.J. Huffstutter, In Indiana, Obama Declares Stimulus is Working, L.A. TIMES, Aug. 
5, 2009, http://articles.latimes.com/2009/aug/06/nation/na-obama-indiana6; Foon 
Rhee, Obama: Economic stimulus is working, THE BosTON GLOBE, July 11, 2009, 
http://www. bos ton. com/ne,vs/politics/poli ticalintelligence/2009/07 /o bama_economic_ 
I.html; Tom Doggett, Obama says stimulus plan to kick in later this year, REUTERS, 
July 11, 2009, http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSNll41646620090711. 

137. Jeff Poor, Krugman Calls for Second Stimulus, Suggests 'Environmental 
Policies'to 'Change Things', Bus. & MEoIA lNsT., Aug. 10, 2009, http://www.business 
andmedia.org/articles/2009/20090810162444.aspx. 

138. Philip Reed, Cash for Clunkers Car Buying Stimulus Program, AUTO 
OBSERVER, Aug. 17, 2009, http://www.edmunds.com/cash-for-clunkers/stimulus-bilL 
html. 

139. Id. 
140. 155 CoNG. REc. H6345, 6354 (daily ed. June 9, 2009) (statement of Rep. 

Stupak). 
141. Jon Ward, House triples 'clunker' cash, despite fiaws, WASH. TIMES, Aug. 1, 

2009, http://,vww.washingtontimes.com/news/209/aug/01/house-triples-clunker
cash-despite-fla,vs/?source=newsletter_must_read_stories_today_headlines. 
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Congress originally allocated only $1 billion, and policymak
ers failed to accurately estimate the high demand for "Cash 
for Clunkers" rebates. 142 Scheduled to run from mid-July un
til November of 2009, the program ran out of gas in its first 
week!143 The calamity forced Congress to hurry into immedi
ate action to fix the crisis that poor planning created. 
Legislators provided an additional $2 billion to the policy's 
coffers, tripling the size of the program.144 

Cash for Clunkers achieved its goal of encouraging Ameri
cans to purchase new vehicles.145 The Ford Motor Company 
achieved its year-to-year first sales increase in over two 
years.146 The policy prompted General Motors to increase its 
production by 60,000 vehicles.147 Despite some benefit to 
American auto manufacturers, however, Japanese and South 
Korean car companies received the bulk of the business. 148 

After the first few weeks of the program, one federal govern
ment report showed that "[flour of the five top-selling cars in 
the government's 'Cash for Clunkers' program are made by 
foreign automakers .... "1•s 

The program's implementation exposed large gaffes in pol
icy- malting and administration management. For example, 
the program's payment structure forced auto "dealers to ex
tend money up front to consumers and then hope the 
government pays the dealers back."150 Numerous auto deal
ers around the nation decided to "quit" the Cash for Clunkers 

142. Dana Hedgpeth, 'Clunkers' Progra,n Is Running Out of Cash, WASH. PosT, 
July 31, 2009, http://\vw\v.,vashingtonpost.com/,vp-dyn/content/article/2009/07 /30/ 
AR2009073004122.html. 

143. Bryan Schaaf, Clunker progra,n out of cash in first weeh, THE DAILY RECORD, 

Aug. 1, 2009, http://W\V\v.the-daily-record.com/ne,vs/article/4639614. 
144. Ken Thomas, 'Cash-for-clunkers' progra1n gets $2B refill, WASH. PosT, Aug. 

7, 2009, http://www.,vashingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2009/08/07/AR200 
9080700352.html. 

145. Id. 
146. Id. 
147. Charles Herman, Cash for Clunhers Gives GM a Boost, ABC Ne,vs, Aug. 18, 

2009, http://\V\Vw.abcnews.go.com/Business/cash-clunkers-helps-gm-revivaJJstory?id 
=8357253. 

148. Dana Hedgepeth & Sholnn Freeman, A{any 'Clunher' Dumpers Buy Foreign: 
$664 Million Has Been Requested in Vehicle Vouchers; Most Top Sellers Are 
Japanese, WASH. PosT, Aug. 5, 2009, at A08. 

149. Id. 
150. Ward, supra note 141. 
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program because "Uncle Sam [was] too slow to pay."151 While 
Transportation Secretary Ray LaHood assured dealers that 
they would "get their money," many could not "afford to ad
vance the money for more rebates while waiting on the 
government to pay."1s2 

Other possible unintended consequences of the "Cash for 
Clunkers" policy abound. Some worry that "clunkers" will 
"drive up costs153 for used parts" of older vehicles.154 Many 
fear that the government spending and borrowing will con
tinue to saddle future generations with debt.155 Others 
suggest that the government should not "manufacture de
mand" or "defy any of the other laws of economics."156 This 
position frets that the government stimulus of car buying rep
resents a dangerous new "economic bubble" sure to burst.157 

This new car bubble, like all economic bubbles, is based 
on artificial, short-term demand or a forced reduction in 
supply. Without the government's assistance, consumers 
may decide to delay purchasing a new vehicle until they 
have a little more cash saved up. Yet by making availa
ble this fresh money, dealers will have incentive to raise 
prices. Worse yet, dealers and manufacturers may mis
interpret this stimulus as a signal that happy days are 
here again, and may make permanent malinvestment 
based on this illusion of natural demand. 

Under this program, the used car is purchased, and then 
it is scraped, instead of sold back into the market. This is 
the other half of the bubble. By reducing supply through 
force, consumers will have to pay more as well. Poor peo
ple will have fewer cheap cars to choose from. 158 

151. Dana Hedgpeth, Dealers Quit 'Cash for Clunkers,' Calling Uncle Sam Too 
Slow to Pay, WASH. PosT Aug. 20, 2009, at Al2. 

152. Id. 
153. Consumer Assistance to Recycle and Save Act of 2009, Pub. L. No. 111-32, 

123 Stat. 1859. 
154. Katherine Ullmer, Cash for Clunkers could drive up costs for used parts, 

SPRINGFIELD NEws-SuN, Aug. 10, 2009, http://www.springfieldnewssun.com/news/ 
cash-for-clunkers-could-drive-up-costs-for-used-parts-241220.html. 

155. Bob Nightingale, Cash for Clunkers unintended consequences, CHI. 
NONPARTISAN EXAM'R, June 19, 2009, http://www.examiner.com/x-5709-Chicago
Nonpartisan-Examiner-y2009m6dl9-cash-for-clunkers-unintended-consequences. 

156. 155 Cong. Rec. H6345, 6353 (daily ed. June 9, 2009) (statement of Rep. 
Flake}. 

157. Nightingale, supra note 155. 
158. Id. 
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Health care reform represented another area of burning 
presidential concern during President Obama's first six 
months in office. Like the stimulus, the President urged that 
health care reform must be passed swiftly. 159 "[T]he need for 
reform is urgent, and it is indisputable," he argued. 160 In 
May 2009, President Obama described the American health 
care system as "broken" and "unsustainable" and set a goal 
for a "comprehensive health care reform bill by July 31st, 
before [Congress's] August recess."161 He said, "[T]hat's the 
kind of urgency and determination that we need to achieve 
what I believe will be historic legislation."162 In June 2009, 
the President noted the importance of his health care policy: 
"we can't afford to put this off. "163 When it became clear that 
Congress could not act quickly enough to meet the President's 
August deadline, he said that he wanted it "done by the 
fall"164 and that "now is not the time to slow down."165 

Despite the President's claims of indisputable required 
haste, many questioned the urgency and need for reform. 
Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell of Kentucky noted, 
"Health care reform is too important to rush through and get 
wrong."166 Representative Woody Burton of Indiana cau
tioned against the unintended consequences of the policy: 
millions of lost jobs, increased government bureaucratic red
tape, rationing of health-care, and "additional cost to the tax-

159. Mark Silva, Oba,na demands Congress moue quichly on healthcare refonn, 
L. A. TIMES, July 20, 2009, http://ww\v.latimes.com/news/nationworld/nation/la-na
obama-healthcare21-2009jul21,0,318541.story?usg=AFQiCNFIFOb_RVWfNHVGIY 
cErVtXO!OoPA. 

160. Id. 
161. Posting of Jesse Lee to The Briefing Room; The Blog, http://\vww.,vhite 
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payers of this country to the tune of between $1 trillion and 
$3 trillion over a decade."167 Representative Randy Forbes of 
Virginia noted that his constituents were genuinely fearful of 
Congress's reckless haste to create a ''massive new program," 
of "the arrogance that leads some to conclude that a govern
ment committee or bureaucrat will make a better decision 
about an individual's health care than that individual can 
make with their doctor," and of "short-sightedness of creating 
a plan that will result in rationing health care to seniors and 
creating longer lines and waits for the procedures they 
need."168 

Whether considering health care reform, "Cash for 
Clunkers," stimulus spending, or other new proposals, today's 
policy makers can learn a lot from the old English proverb 
"hasty climbers have sudden falls."169 Perhaps they should 
take note of the classic saying "look before you leap. "170 One 
might also suggest that policymakers consider Aesop's fables 
classic reminder that "[s]low and steady wins the race."171 

Ultimately, the third rule of good public policy-building 
from the previous two-declares: Beware of human nature, 
even if it has a well intended purpose, because haste makes 
waste. 

CONCLUSION 

The search for "good" public policy remains more important 
than ever before. Americans increasingly look toward their 
federal government to provide a helping hand, solve personal 
problems, or fix crises.172 Accordingly, the Regent Journal of 
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Law & Public Policy-and other academic publications like 
it-provides an important forum for the proposal of new poli
cies, the consideration of possible unintended consequences, 
and the discussion on what constitutes "good" policy. 

In the pursuit of good public policy, three simple principles 
or rules help guide policymakers. First, one should recognize 
certain realities of human nature in the context of the found
ing of our nation and the American Constitution. America's 
founders understood the infallible nature of humanity. Be
cause we are only human, our decisions are sometimes 
limited, accident-prone, and inevitably imperfect. 

Second, one must consider the numerous failures in judg
ment of previous generations of policy makers. Frequently, 
policy proposals produce consequences which are unimagined 
by the original policy proponents. Even when based on a no
ble mission, good ideas can lead to disastrous results. 
Numerous historical examples serve as a reminder that the 
road to hell is paved with good intentions. 

Finally, hasty decision making merely multiplies the po
tential to create devastating long-term consequences. 
Scholars warn that attempts by "a single government, politi
cal party, or group of Supreme Court Justices to attempt 
suddenly to change [America's] organic, cultural constitution 
would be improper, disastrous, and potentially suicidal."173 
Political and policy change should be implemented slowly to 
avoid mistakes produced by swiftness and short-sightedness. 
Because haste makes waste, a deliberative approach should 
be employed to avoid hurried adoption of unneeded, unpro
ductive, or unworkable policies. 

"Public policy is the attempt of an optimistic society to 
solve problems."174 However, "[a]]] decisions made within the 
public policy realm have both benefits and opportunity 
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costs."175 Regardless of the good intentions, new policies will 
inevitably produce unexpected and undesired side effects be
cause they are implemented by imperfect humans. In the 
short term policies may seem prudent, yet hindsight fre
quently leaves policymakers questioning, like Steve Urkel on 
Family Matters, "Did I do that?" Ultimately, policymakers 
may never be able to avoid unintended consequences. 
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